Abstract: Traffic identification is a key task for any Internet Service Provider (ISP) or network administrator. Machine learning method is an important research method on traffic identification, while impact of the asymmetry router on the traffic identification is considered, so this paper analyzes the impact of asymmetry routing on traffic identification, and proposes an effective method to decrease the impact, and experimental results show the auto adaptive algorithm can improve the traffic identification.
Introduction
Traffic identification play an important in many fundamental network operations and maintenance activities to detect invade and malicious attacks forbid applications, bill on the content of traffics and ensure quality of service. It increasingly becomes one of the most interesting topics in network science and technology fields, especially in recent years. The current network traffic identification methods roughly five categories: (1) port-based method; (2) based on deep packet inspection (dpi) methods; (3) based on the network flow characteristic; (4) based on host behavior [1] ; (5) based on machine learning methods.
The machine learning methods are divided into supervised and unsupervised machine learning. These are the more classic identification method; of course, there is also individual QOS quality of service features for identification [2] . Many share a naive assumption about the Internet that traffic on a given link is approximately symmetric, meaning that both directions of a conversation flow across the same physical link. Many developers even embed this assumption in their traffic classification tools [3, 4] . In fact, except at network edges, Internet traffic is often routed asymmetrically [5] , which will impair or invalidate the results of tools and models that assume otherwise. An important cause of this asymmetry is "hot-potato routing" [6] , the business practice of configuring traffic crossing one's network to exit as soon as possible, minimizing resource consumption, and thus cost, of one's own infrastructure. Particularly common in commercial settlement-free peering agreements, hot-potato routing implies that the network on the
Related work
The application identification problem has been changing due the efforts of two factors that are in a continuous competition. On the one hand, the applications, and especially those that do not want to be detected (e.g., P2P applications), in order to use the network resources without control. On the other hand, a group of network operators, investigators and even ISPs who need to know the traffic characteristics of their networks to manage the resources or even charge the users depending on their consumption.
Research on traffic identification
It has become a hot research between domestic and foreign experts who take the traffic identification as research direction, which proceed distinguish, QOS, intrusion detection, traffic monitoring, billing and management. From the beginning of the study on port-based method, this method is the use for marking and identifying the traffic type by fixed port which supplied by the IANA, the other method is aim at P2P and some certain protocols, which adopt method based on deep packet detection methods, but this method has defect that can't get some encrypted information and can't get the new service type. Recently traffic identification has new method with a number of new applications come out. With appearance of the new service, the method of machine learning has been applied to the traffic identification. Identify fields on the flow, roughly divided into three research directions: one is the feature selection algorithm [7, 8] , the other is identification algorithm [1, 2, 9] , another is a category for different types of data sets, for example, all packets can be divided into flows [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] that are sampling NETFLOW [15] . Complementary information about related work in the field of traffic identification can be found in the survey of traffic identification techniques using machine learning in [16] , in the comparison of contemporary classification methods in [13] , the survey on Inter-net traffic identification in [17] and the research review on traffic identification in [18] . A critical but constructive analysis of the field of Internet traffic identification is proposed in [19] , focusing on major obstacles to progress and suggestions for overcoming them. Although some articles have been studied on the identification algorithm, but the identification algorithm still exist some problems to be needed to solve, such as the neural network identification algorithm is one point worthy of study. All previous research studies in traffic identification either use insufficient network data, usually non-public, or use very few/meaningless metrics for evaluation, making it impossible to compare results shown in different papers [17] . In addition to features selection based on flow, especially the impact of the size of packet traffic is always to be concerned. Therefore, in this article we propose AA method, and we analyze different feature metric set (bidirection feature or unidirection feature) cause different identification results.
Asymmetry routing
For a pair of hosts A and B, if the path from A to B (forward direction) is different from the path from B to A (reverse direction), we say that the pair of paths between A and B exhibit routing asymmetry. This scenario can be very common in the Internet core where asymmetric routing is an usual practice [20, 21] , this asymmetry in the Internet can appear on both as level and router level paths. In fact, the path followed by packets exchanged between end points along one direction can be different from the one followed by packets going in the opposite direction. Recent reports suggest that asymmetrical routing might be moving closer to the edge of the internet than one might expect. For example, the analysis presented in [22] argues that this practice is nowadays quite common even in ISPs directly serving campus-wide networks. 
Flow metric

Unidirectional flow metric
Uniflow (Unidirectional flow)(or one-way) within your network is most likely the result of an incorrect configuration, but may also be symptomatic of a larger problem related to your overall routing architecture. Since network communications are bi-directional in nature, unidirectional traffic patterns on your network mean that the traffic flow in one direction is not following the same path as the other. By design, the least cost route to a destination should also be the desired return path. Uniclassifier (Unidirectional classifier) is classifier which use unidirectional flow metric for training set. Where unidirectional flow metric is adopted as table 1 in this paper.
Bidirectional flow metric
Biflow(Bidirectional flow): A biflow is a Flow as defined in the IPFIX Protocol document [RFC5101], composed of packets sent in both directions between two endpoints. A biflow is composed from two uniflows such that: 1.the value of each Non-directional Key Field of each Uniflow (Unidirectional flow) is identical to its counterpart in the other, and 2.the value of each Directional Key Field of each uniflow is identical to its reverse direction counterpart in the other. Biclassifier(bidirectional classifier) is classifier which use bidirectional flow metric for training set. Where bidirectional flow metric is adopted as table 2 in this paper.
Auto Adaptive Identification Algorithm Based on Network Traffic Flow 675 In this paper, we propose an algorithm which can auto adjust the flow metric to adapt the traffic identification. The algorithm is called auto adaptive algorithm(AA). The algorithm's core thought is that different traffic can select different classifier with different flow metric (unidirectional flow or bidirectional flow). Suppose there are n flow samples, each sample has p features, then construct the n*p flow matrix, as follows:
When features number p of the samples are very large which enlarge dimensions of the sample, theoretically, having more features should result in more discriminating power. However, practical experience with machine learning algorithms has shown that this is not always the case. Many learning algorithms can be viewed as making an (biased) probability estimate of a set of features with the class label. This is a complex, high dimensional distribution. Asymmetric routing existing will impact on the traffic identification. So we can consider to adopt auto adaptive method to do with it. In order to depict the method, we have to introduce the H which represent the threshold.
Definition 2. Optimal threshold: which is used to evaluate the traffic accuracy, it is minimum threshold. When the traffic accuracy is maximum. H is optimal threshold ε.
According to different H, and select H as optimal threshold to enable to obtain the best traffic results, where H is random variable. When H < ε, it will choose unidirectional flow and generate the unidirectional classifier, conversely, it will choose directional flow and generate the directional classifier.
Algorithm AA presents the two kinds of flow metric. The sequence of steps that we show in Figure 1 . The procedure mainly set two kinds of dataset for training and testing data set. With these data, we choose AA algorithm to train and test data. The process of machine learning identification is shown in Figure 2 
Algorithm Evaluation
In this paper, we use the routine evaluation standard for verifying the effectiveness of our identification algorithm. The effectiveness of the current flow identification algorithm has the 
Recall = T P T P + F N
3. Overall accuracy: The percentage of samples that are correctly classified
Experiment
Dataset NOC_SET dataset
In order to validate the method and analyze the impact factor,we adopt NOC_SET as dataset.as shown from table 3. We collected data at southeast university,and the collecting site is a 10G backbone channel on Jiangsu Province border of CERNET. We adopt DPI method to mark flow and generate NOC_SET dataset,and use ourself l7_filter_modify software to label the flow.l7_filter_modify is developed based on L7filter [23] , at last, we generate NOC_SET dataset. This LBNL_SET data is randomly sampled in several different periods from one node on the internet. The LBNL traffic traces are collected at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory under the enterprise tracing project [24] . The packet traces are obtained at the two central routers of the LBNL network and they contain more than one hundred hours of traffic generated from several thousand internal hosts. The traffic traces are public, but they are completely anonymized, so ascertaining the "ground truth" on the application behind each recorded flow is not possible. Therefore, for this set, we built protocol sets according to the TCP destination port number of each flow, an accepted practice in these cases [25] . We use the traffic traces captured on January 6 and 7, 2005 to obtain the training and the optimization sets. Once again we perform the training by using the most frequently used port numbers in the dataset. Detail LBN L_SET dataset is shown in table 4.
Auto Adaptive Identification Algorithm Based on Network Traffic Flow
679
LBNL_SET dataset
CAIDA dataset
We built this data set starting from three hour long traces obtained by the Cooperative Association for Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA) [26] , and collect at the AMES Internet Exchange (AIX) along an OC48 link on Mar 24, 2011. We use flows extracted from the first hour (corresponding to the interval 16:15-17:00 UTC) to build the training set the optimization set and from the third hour (18:00-18:10 UTC) to buld the evaluation set. As for the previous set, these traces are also anonymized, so port numbers are used as indicators of each protocol. The selection of flows composing the training, optimization and evaluation sets. 
Impact of asymmetry router on traffic identification:
In this paper, we adopt experimental data based on the NOC-SET data set and CAIDA datas set, use MATLAB tools, WEKA tools and the corresponding algorithm to identify network traffic data [27] . NOC-SET data firstly divided into two test data were 20% and 80% of the test data, and we compared our method that is AA with Biclassifier and Uniclassifier. In order to evaluate and analyze effectiveness of the method about AA. We study traffic identification distribution. In order to analyze asymmetry router, firstly we should remove from the traces any traffic that is inherently asymmetric, such as UDP and ICMP that do not always expect packet recipients to reply, and which would mislead symmetry comparisons if they appear in different magnitudes across networks. TCP background radiation, such as network scanning and probing, can also be a substantial fraction of total inherently asymmetric flows on some links, although it is usually a much lower proportion of bits. We adopt Flow-based Symmetry Estimator(FSE) [28] to evaluate impact degree on traffic, which is a simple method estimate the level of routing symmetry from passively measured flow data. From Figure 3 and Figure 4 we can see different traffic have different FSE, and CAIDA traffic is less. It indicated asymmetry router of CAIDA traffic were more obvious than NOC-SET. From Table 6 we can see that overall accuracy of AA method traffic is better than biclassifier and uniclassifier,we adopt AA method to classify traffic based NOC-SET data,and select parameter ε=0.5(detailed analysis shown in session F). The data is divided into 9 categories, respectively, WWW, Mail, Bulk, Service, P2P, Interactive, Voice, Multimedia, Others Table 6 indicates the AA algorithm achieved better result than Biclassifier and Uniclassifier method, moreover. P2P can be seen from Table 7 and the voice of the precision and the recall has greatly improved. The reason for high accuracy is that the proportion of P2P and voice account for set of the total is relatively small,the impact of the identification results reduce to a minimum due to the collection of the specimen Caused by imbalance in the ratio.This paper also build NOC_SET dataset which is constructed by bidirectional flow characteristic.
Comparison of identification algorithm with NOC-SET dataset
Experimental data for the NOC_SET data set (Table 3 as fellows) The analysis data are actual measured IP trace [29] , while the traffic flow exits about 40% biflow. NOC_SET dataset is composed by biflow feature.biflow have more information for traffic identification.if use biclassifier to classify the traffic, then the identification result will be improved. In this section, we compare AA algorithm with biclassifier and uniclassifier. Traffic identification result is shown in Table  7 . As shown in Table 7 , identification result indicates that AA could achieve better accuracy compared with Biclassifier and Uniclassifier.But observing from Inter and Service, identification accuracy of AA is lower than the other method. From Service to Inter types, precision of biclassifier and uniclassifier method is reduced, while the AA is in increments, so that biclassifier and uniclassifier method is easily affected by the number of training samples, while the AA is not vulnerable to the impact of the training Sample dataset. Among three identification algorithm AA, biclassifier and uniclassifier, the overall accuracy of the AA algorithm is highest.
Comparison of identification algorithm with CAIDA_SET dataset
The data set used in experimental platform: Experimental data for the CAIDA_SET data set (Table 5 as fellows). The analysis data are actual measured IP trace [29] . The two core links are part of an OC192 Tier1 backbone operated by a commercial ISP in the U.S. The first link connects Chicago and Seattle, monitored at an Equinix data center in Chicago. The other one connects San Jose and Los Angeles, monitored at a datacenter in San Jose. On those links, TCP is responsible for about 50% of flows, which was 85% of packets and 93% of bytes on average.UDP carried about 45% of flows (13% of packets and 6% of bytes). We adopted port-based method to mark Flow and generated CAIDA_SET dataset.while the traffic flow exits about 10% biflow. CAIDA_SET dataset is composed by uniflow feature. Biflow have more information for traffic identification. If use biclassifier to classify the traffic, then the identification result will be improved. In this section, we compare AA algorithm with biclassifier and uniclassifier. Traffic identification result is showed in Table 8 . As shown in Table 8 , identification result indicates that AA could achieve better accuracy compared with biclassifier and uniclassifier. According to analysis of 4.4 section on traffic result, we can see CAIDA exists the same phenomena which is unbalance sample data. So that biclassifier and uniclassifier method is easily affected by the number of training samples, while the AA is not vulnerable to the impact of the training Sample dataset. Among three identification algorithm AA, biclassifier and uniclassifier, the overall accuracy of the AA algorithm is highest.
Comparison of identification algorithm with LBNL_SET dataset
We obtained LBNL data from the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, and construct the bidirectional and unidirectional flow metric. We respectively train the two metrics and generate biclassifier and uniclassifier. We compute H value the formula 2 in section 3, and adopt AA method to select classifier which is uniclassifier or biclassifier. The experimental results is shown in table 9. From the results we can see uniclassifier and uniclassifier method is affected by unbalance sample data, while AA method can overcome the problem and improve traffic identification results.
Impact of ε on traffic identification
In this paper we propose AA method to auto adaptive select classifier(biclassifier or uniclassifier), while threshold ε is a parameter of AA method.ε decide classifiers which were selected, so it is very important for traffic identification. In this section, we will analyze the impact of ε on traffic identification. Detailed experiment method is adopting AA method proposed by varying from ε[0. 1, 1] . Overall accuracy of CAIDA shows an increasing tendency, while NOC_SET is descending. The possible reasons why is that CERNET network contain more symmetry routing, while asymmetry routing is less. Collection point of CAIDA data exist more asymmetry routing. Thus when threshold ε is very small, more opportunity will be selected by biclassifier. Just as mentioned that collection point of NOC_SET is CERNET network containing more symmetry routing, which will have more bidirectional flow metrics, so NOC_SET showed an descending tendency and when ε =0, overall accuracy is maximum.ε =0.5, overall accuracy of CAIDA and NOC_SET is equal. LBNL have not obvious asymmetry routing. So overall accuracy is gentle.
Conclusion
In this paper we propose auto adaptive algorithm, and on this basis, the introduction of biclassifier and uniclassifier, and adopt the improved AA method to classify traffic for MOORE_SET as data set, moreover, compare with two other methods which is the biclassifier and uniclassifier method, the results show that, AA method are greatly improved on identification accuracy, to further prove AA method is effective, this paper collect the data in Jiangsu provincial network border and organize trace into flow record such as data sets NOC_SET, the experimental results show that: AA method has high identification accuracy,and we analyze the impact of ε on traffic identification and find ε=0.5 which can be considered as the fixed value, traffic results will be better.
